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Ranford Tremble has never wanted anything more than being a normal person. He is
no guardian of the city or savior of the world. The very idea of these things bothers him.
However, fate soon decides otherwise. After getting involved in a strange experiment
and a bizarre kidnapping, he begins to speculate about what lies beneath the surface of
people's everyday lives. Multiple choices branch out in front of him. He must choose
cautiously, for each decision will alter his course dramatically. In the end, Ranford finds
himself facing an army of formidable forces that threaten to burn down everything he
loves. Will he finally don the cape and save his city?
The world is falling apart in 2055. Sixteen-year-old Mathew Erlang is confined to his
house with only his cat, his robot and his holographic dragons for company. When he
finds himself trapped in his neighbour's house, he opens a door and falls four hundred
years into the future, and unwittingly starts to destabilise the course of human history.
From Adi Alsaid, the acclaimed author of Let’s Get Lost, Never Sometimes Always,
and North of Happy Every year, lock-in night changes lives. This year, it might just
change the world. Central International School’s annual lock-in is legendary — and for
six students, this year’s lock-in is the answer to their dreams. The chance to finally win
the contest. Kiss the guy. Make a friend. Become the star of a story that will be passed
down from student to student for years to come. But then a group of students, led by
Marisa Cuevas, stage an eco-protest and chain themselves to the doors, vowing to
keep everyone trapped inside until their list of demands is met. While some students
rally to the cause, others are devastated as they watch their plans fall apart. And
Marisa, once so certain of her goals, must now decide just how far she’ll go to attain
them. “Engrossing.”—Kirkus Reviews, starred review
It's the return of Riverdale's legendary teenage superheroes, as Pureheart the Powerful
and the Superteens battle against all odds in this collection of action-packed tales.
Riverdale High's new substitute teacher is very odd. Snubbed by the scientific
community, he plans his revenge on the students of Riverdale High! It's going to take a
team of people with some mighty powers to stop him. Archie Comics' two most
renowned superhero teams are going to meet up for the first time ever! Plus, it's the
best of the Superteens in an extended bonus collection you can't miss!
Marcus Atkinson is a sporting superhero (not!). But his dad is convinced that Marcus
has what it takes. Five books in this wildly popular series together in one great
package!
Filled with moments of deep emotion and unexpected humor, this understated and wise
novel explores the complexities of living with OCD and offers the prospect of hope,
happiness and healing. Perfect for readers who love Eleanor & Park and All the Bright
Places. ADAM’S GOALS: Grow immediately. Find courage. Keep courage. Get
normal. Marry Robyn Plummer. The instant Adam Spencer Ross meets Robyn
Plummer in his Young Adult OCD Support Group, he is hopelessly, desperately drawn
to her. Robyn has an hypnotic voice, blue eyes the shade of an angry sky, and
ravishing beauty that makes Adam’s insides ache. She’s also just been released from
a residential psychiatric program—the kind for the worst, most difficult-to-cure cases; the
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kind that Adam and his fellow support group members will do anything to avoid joining.
Adam immediately knows that he has to save Robyn, must save Robyn, or die trying.
But is it really Robyn who needs rescuing? And is it possible to have a normal
relationship when your life is anything but? Select praise for The Unlikely Hero of Room
13B: “. . . achingly authentic. Like Augustus Waters before him, Adam Spencer Ross
will renew your faith in real-life superheroes and shatter your heart in equal measures.”
—Kirkus Reviews, Starred “This book made me laugh, cry, think, and kept me coming
back for more.” —The Guardian “Adam is a protagonist that readers will root for.”
—VOYA “Honest, fresh, and funny . . . Toten employs information about OCD like grace
notes in this deft and compelling narrative.” —Booklist “Adam is a fresh and complex
character, and far more than the sum of his symptoms.” —Publishers Weekly
Harley Davis, age 14, is like many teenage boys: he plays video games, collects toys,
and spends a good amount of time eating. However, there is as much of the ordinary to
this boy as the extraordinary. A hereditary genetic anomaly, normally passed to the
females of his family, occurred in him at birth, granting him numerous powers. As the
winds of change begin to blow, young Harley will soon discover the answer to his
lifelong question: why did God give him these powers?
Josh Walker is an ordinary teenage nerd. But when he puts his costume on, he is
transformed into an ordinary teenage nerd with a costume on. After years of watching
superhero movies, reading comics and fantasizing about being a crime-fighter, he
decides to become one. First of all he needs a superhero name, a superhero costume
and some superpowers. Then he needs to find some crime to fight. His diary chronicles
his valiant attempts to make the world a better place and, armed with only plastic
handcuffs and stink bombs, and stuck with his dependable but incompetent sidekick,
Henry, Josh becomes embroiled in a dark world of crime, armed gangs and people
illegally parking in disabled spaces. Accompanied by hilarious illustrations throughout,
The Adventures of a Wimpy Superhero tells the story of the everyday dilemmas of
superheroes in the real world through the hilarious diary of a fifteen-year-old boy. It
asks the big questions, such as: Why would someone want to fight crime? Wouldn't
they get in the way of police (and school) work? Why would a tight-fitting Lycra costume
help? Will Josh rise to the challenge and become a genuine hero? Or will he go home
and hide under his bed?
Diary of a Teenage Superhero is a non-stop action adventure novel for young
adults. The book's hero, Axel, is a teenager who has had his memory taken away
from him - but received superpowers in return. While staying one step ahead of
his pursuers, Axel begins to assemble the pieces of his life. An organization
known only as The Agency has also modified other teenagers. Brodie is a master
of the martial arts. Ebony can transmute one substance into another. Dan
controls metals with his mind. Chad creates fire and ice from nothing. They have
been handed incredible powers to help the human race in times of crisis - and
one of those times is now. A terrorist organization known as Typhoid has
acquired Pegasus - a highly advanced missile, invisible to radar and conventional
defense systems. They intend to fire it at an American city. Only this bunch of
untried, untested teenage superheroes stands any chance of stopping the missile
before it strikes its target. Diary of a Teenage Superhero is a high octane thriller
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showing what happens when conventional teenagers with everyday problems are
given powers beyond this world.
"Evan Quick, Hero's Log, May the 25th... and darn it – I just can't do this. I'm
never going to be a Mask. Get over it Evan." Evan Quick has spent his whole life
dreaming of becoming a hero. Every morning he wakes up and runs through a
checklist of test to see if he's developed powers over night, and every day it is
the same thing – nothing. No flying, no super strength, no heat rays or cold
beams. No invulnerability – that always hurt to check – no telepathy, no magic.
Not even the ability to light a light bulb without flipping a switch. And now, he's
finally ready to give up. But then, the class field trip to the Mask Museum is
interrupted by a super villain attack, and Evan somehow manages to survive a
death ray. Even better, Evan's favorite Mask, Captain Commanding, shows up to
save them all -- and when things go very wrong, it's Evan who finds the strength
to come to Captain Commanding's rescue. Yet the hero's reception Evan is
expecting never happens. Before he even gets the chance to say hello, Evan is
bundled away to The Academy, an institution derisively called The School for
Sidekicks by its students. Forced to take classes like Banter Basics and Combat
with Dinnerware, while being assigned as an ‘apprentice' to Foxman – a Mask
widely considered a has-been -- Evan starts to worry that he'll never be able to
save the day...
Bailey never meant to be the bad guy in the bulletproof robotic suit, but with
every mission he gets closer to finding his father . . . and he can't stop now.
Bailey is a pretty average sixteen-year-old in a pretty average town. He runs
track, gets decent grades, and has an unrequited crush. So what is a super-
powered flying suit of computerized armor doing twenty feet under his boring
suburban home? Bailey needs to know where it came from, if it belonged to his
long-missing father, and most importantly, if it can be used to bring his dad back.
This lightning-fast adventure inspired by classic comic book tales pushes a good
kid to his limits and questions the difference between a hero and a villain. One
day he's getting beat up by the captain of the football team, the next day he's
robbing banks on Fifth Avenue, stealing diamonds from Tiffany's, and zooming
through aerial dogfights. But how much bad is Bailey willing to do to bring his dad
home safely? For fans of Iron Man, superhero stories, and dark humor. An ILA-
CBC Young Adults' Choice!
Diary of a Teenage SuperheroCreateSpace
Young Adult 2016 Utah Book Award Winner Marrow is a fourteen-year-old
prodigy at FIST (Fantom Institute for Superheroes-in-Training). With a perfect
score on his finals, the ability to smash through walls, and leaps that can launch
him over a city block, the Sidekick Internship Program is bound to place him with
a top-notch superhero mentor for the summer. But when a series of disastrous
events lands Marrow on academic probation, he is forced to team up with Flex--a
drunk, hippie, bum with the power of elasticity. The two Supers' powers and
personalities clash as they are forced to overcome their differences to prevent
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the return of Cosmo City's most notorious foe, a supervillain so powerful, no one
will survive the cataclysm he is sure to unleash. "If you can't get enough of
superhero and comic book movies, read Marrow now! It's like stuffing an action
movie into your head. The twists will surprise you." - Adam Glendon Sidwell,
Bestselling Author of CHUM and EVERTASTER. "Fans of comics, superheroes,
and stories with twist after twist will love Marrow. It's filled with nods and
homages to classic heroes, yet still manages to put a unique stamp on the
genre." - Jacob Gowans, Bestselling Author of the PSION BETA Series.
Garfield Logan has spent his life with the unpopular crowd. He decides in his
senior year to accept a dare to impress the popular kids. He succeeds, but at
what price?
Earth is under attack by a billion Braniacs! The evil android and his cold and
calculating clones have tricked Superman into straying far from Earth's orbit,
leaving the planet ripe for the picking. Only Supergirl stands a chance of slowing
down the super-villain's army. But will the Man of Steel return in time to aid his
younger cousin?
As if being fifteen wasn't confusing enough, Robbie Garcia has the ability to
teleport. In King City, a superpower like that qualifies him to sign up to be a
sidekick. Viewing that as one step closer to achieving his dream of becoming a
full-fledged superhero, Robbie happily leaps at the opportunity. Unfortunately, the
first day of high school reveals how tricky it will be to balance both worlds.
Between juggling typical teenage angst and his secret identity, Robbie begins to
fear he's losing himself in this new calling. But when he learns a psychotic villain
is plotting his death, homework has to wait as he fights for his life. Yeah, high
school sucks. Add superpowers to the mix and it's downright deadly.
FROM THE AUTHOR OF THE INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLER 'THE STONE MAN',
SHORTLISTED FOR AUDIBLE UK'S BOOK OF THE YEAR AWARD 2015 In the late 1990s, a
laptop was found in a service station just outside of Manchester. It contained a digital journal
entitled 'TO THE FINDER: OPEN NOW TO CHANGE YOUR LIFE!' Now, for the first time, that
infamous diary is being published in its
entirety.--------------------------------------------------------------------It's 1998. The internet age is still in
its infancy. Google has just been founded. Eighteen year old supermarket shelf-stacker Nigel
Carmelite has decided that he's going to become a vigilante.There are a few problems: how is
he going to even find crime to fight on the streets of Derbyshire? How will he create a
superhero costume - and an arsenal of crime-fighting weaponry - on a shoestring budget? And
will his history of blackouts and crippling social inadequacy affect his chances?This is Nigel's
account of his journey; part diary, part deluded self-help manual, tragically comic and slowly
descending into what is arguably Luke Smitherd's darkest and most violent novel.What do you
believe in? And more importantly, should you?Praise for Luke Smitherd's writing:"For me there
is no greater joy than seeing an artist excel at his craft...you'll be blown away by the
abundance of ideas."- Ain't It Cool News.com
When Spencer's best mate Zac starts wearing baggy trousers and huge trainers, buys himself
a skateboard, and even starts going on dates with girls, Spencer is determined to stay exactly
as he is. Suggested level: intermediate, junior secondary.
Someone wants Sally Tyler dead. After the brutal murder of her parents, Sally Tyler is
homeless and on the run. Then she is offered the chance of a lifetime-join a bounty hunting
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organization called NEST and become a superhero. She'll work with the other members of
NEST-Lara, Tyrone, Brock and Nigel-to catch the bad guys the police can't catch. At the same
time, she'll be able to discover who murdered her parents and destroyed her life. It all sounds
perfect.Except being a superhero doesn't make her safer. Now, more people than ever want
her dead...This brand new book is set in the phenomenally successful Teen Superhero
universe created by author Darrell Pitt.
JANUARY 1 CURRENT STATUS: No job, no boyfriend, no permanent place to live, no car,
and most of my clothes are held together with staples and duct tape. Bank account almost
wiped out. Many of my former associates have expressed a desire that I never darken their
doorways again for legal and financial reasons. She-Hulk got us got us kicked out of the
Avengers Mansion. People keep posting videos online of her New Year's Eve shenanigans:
twirling flaming telephone poles in Times Square, climbing the Empire State Building while
dangling Anderson Cooper, dancing wildly at parties, and commandeering a motorcycle cop's
ride to do wheelies across the Brooklyn Bridge. Saying there are two sides to Jennifer
Walters's personality is an understatement. When she hasn't morphed into a 650-pound, crime-
fighting, hard-partying superhero, she's a single lawyer trying to get her act together. Hilarious
and action-packed, The She-Hulk Diaries tells her story, as she juggles looking for Mr. Right
and climbing the corporate ladder by day with battling villains and saving the world by night.
Maybe she'll finally take on a case that will define her career. Maybe she won't meet one Mr.
Right, but two, and she'll have to choose. Maybe bad guys will stop trying to destroy the planet
so she can read her Perez Hilton in peace.
A diverse cast of characters -- Kamala Khan (Ms. Marvel), Miles Morales (Spider-Man), and
Doreen Green (Squirrel Girl) -- team up in their first-ever middle-grade series told through
comics, in-world artifacts, and more!
In the comics boom of the 1940s, a legend was born: the Green Turtle. He solved crimes and
fought injustice just like the other comics characters. But this mysterious masked crusader was
hiding something more than your run-of-the-mill secret identity... The Green Turtle was the first
Asian American super hero. The comic had a short run before lapsing into obscurity, but the
acclaimed author of American Born Chinese, Gene Luen Yang, has finally revived this
character in Shadow Hero, a new graphic novel that creates an origin story for the Green
Turtle. With artwork by Sonny Liew, this gorgeous, funny comics adventure for teens is a new
spin on the long, rich tradition of American comics lore.
___________________________________ What do you want to be when you grow up?
Discover the new daring tales of inspiration from over fifty iconic British icons today, who have
each harnessed their curiosity and ambition and turned it into their own superhero power. With
a special introduction by Stormzy! Every inspirational figure has something that makes them
special, just like you. Just look at: · Princess K, who went from tapping her foot under the desk
at school, to dancing centre stage at Glastonbury · Dina Asher Smith, who started out crawling
at lightning speed and became the fastest British woman in history · Reggie Yates, who used
his power of empathy to connect instantly both in person and through the TV · Riz Ahmed,
whose ability to code-switch between cultures and creative outlets let him excel as a scholar,
actor, activist, and rapper · Liam Charles, who followed his childhood passion in the kitchen to
become a Bake Off master This is a book filled with inspiring journeys, to encourage and
empower you to harness your power, and become your own superhero.
David Smith is giving his life for his art—literally. Thanks to a deal with Death, the young
sculptor gets his childhood wish: to sculpt anything he can imagine with his bare hands. But
now that he only has 200 days to live, deciding what to create is harder than he thought, and
discovering the love of his life at the 11th hour isn't making it any easier! This is a story of
desire taken to the edge of reason and beyond; of the frantic, clumsy dance steps of young
love; and a gorgeous, street-level portrait of the world's greatest city. It's about the small,
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warm, human moments of everyday life...and the great surging forces that lie just under the
surface. Scott McCloud wrote the book on how comics work; now he vaults into great fiction
with a breathtaking, funny, and unforgettable new work.
A new inspiring and educational middle-grade novel from the author of The Boy from
Earth and the Jack Mason Adventure series.
The Author Amelia Mah is a snarky, sarcastic and cynical author who has a very
popular blog of how she sees the world from the point of view of a modern teenage
vampire. Following the success of her vampire Novels she has now expanded into
Demons and the problems in owning a pair of horns and a tail.
The Heinemann Plays series offers contemporary drama and classic plays in durable
classroom editions. Many have large casts and an equal mix of boy and girl parts. This
play is an adaptation of the humorous diary of a young intellectual, suffering the
traumas of love, parental divorce and spots.
Sydney seems like a normal 15-year-old freshman. She hangs out underneath the
bleachers, listens to music in her friend’s car, and gets into arguments with her
annoying little brother ? but she also has a few secrets she’s only shared in her diary.
Like how she’s in love with her best friend Dina, the bizarreness of her father's death,
and those painful telekinetic powers that keep popping up at the most inopportune
times. In this collection of the self-published minicomic series, Forsman expertly
channels the teenage ethos in a style that evokes classic comic strips while telling a
powerful story about the intense, and sometimes violent, tug of war between trauma
and control.
"Lia Strong always thought of herself as a normal 12 year old. She had to deal with the
ups and downs of middle school. You how it goes ... hanging out with friends, going to
LAX practice, doing massive amounts of homework and dealing with mean girls.
Everything changed, though, when Lia turned 13! She found out some very special
news. She is the latest in a long line of super women. Lia is still a normal girl, only one
with super powers. On the up side, she had the strength of 100 people, but on the down
side one of her farts could drop 100 people. Oh the joys of having super powers! A
perfect book for girls who love strong female characters. You'll love it!"--page [4] of
cover.
"Plutona created by Emi Lenox; Plutona's Last Adventure by Jeff Lemire"--Title page
verso.
The glimpse into a multinational company that is in reality the oldest secret societies, on
that spans close to seven thousand years of existence, weaving in an out of history,
guiding and proctecting humanity from creatures andd forces that most of us believe
are only mythology and fairy tales.
It's the year 2069 and even though eighteen-year-old Bianca Butterman is heir to the
family biz, she may never see the day her time-craft license becomes official. When a
government agent starts nosing around the operation, Butterman Travel, Inc. gets stuck
with a full audit-part of a government take-over scheme to shut down all private time
travel agencies. Enter former boy band superstar, Tristan Helms, desperate to retrieve
a lost item from his past and willing to pay triple fare for a time-trip to get there, and
Bianca has to find a way to complete the job and return home before the government
gets wind and shuts down the family biz for good. Welcome to Butterman Travel,
Incorporated We are a full service agency designed to meet all your exclusive time
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travel needs. Family-owned and operated, we offer clients one hundred years of time
travel experience. A place where you can rest assured, safety and reliability always
come first. Anxious to attend a special event from the past? Or for a glimpse of what the
future holds? You've come to the right place. We're a fully accredited operation, offering
an array of services; including, but not limited to: customized travel plans, professionally
piloted operations, and personal trip guides. *Terms and conditions do apply
Conference us directly from our Website. Our frontline reservation specialist, Bianca
Butterman, will handle all your inquiries in a professional and efficient manner, offering
a tentative itinerary and free fare quote, so you can make the most of your time trip. We
look forward to serving you at Butterman Travel, Inc., where time is always in your
hands.
Batman has Robin, Wonder Woman has Wonder Girl, and Phantom Justice has
Bright Boy, a.k.a. Scott Hutchinson, an ordinary schoolkid by day and a
superfast, superstrong sidekick by night, fighting loyally next to his hero. But after
an embarrassing incident involving his too-tight spandex costume, plus some
signs that Phantom Justice may not be the good guy he pretends to be, Scott
begins to question his role. With the help of a fellow sidekick, once his nemesis,
Scott must decide if growing up means being loyal or stepping boldly to the
center of things. Great for boys, comics fans, and anyone looking for a superhero
tale that’s also an insightful look at adolescence.
Bestselling author Sherman Alexie tells the story of Junior, a budding cartoonist
growing up on the Spokane Indian Reservation. Determined to take his future
into his own hands, Junior leaves his troubled school on the rez to attend an all-
white farm town high school where the only other Indian is the school mascot.
Heartbreaking, funny, and beautifully written, The Absolutely True Diary of a Part-
Time Indian, which is based on the author's own experiences, coupled with
poignant drawings by Ellen Forney that reflect the character's art, chronicles the
contemporary adolescence of one Native American boy as he attempts to break
away from the life he was destined to live. With a forward by Markus Zusak,
interviews with Sherman Alexie and Ellen Forney, and four-color interior art
throughout, this edition is perfect for fans and collectors alike.
A few million miles away from Los Angeles, danger is lurking. Evil aliens with
some seriously hard to pronounce names like Zzykrkv are visiting earth from their
home planet, Dork—to kidnap earthlings for their science class! While busy on a
snack food errand . . . uh, mission . . . Melvin Beederman, official superhero of
Los Angeles, senses that something doesn't feel quite right. Can Melvin,
Candance, and friends from the Superhero Academy prevail over extraterrestrial
bad guys with a spaceship powered by a Gamma drive? Holy alien invasion!
An action-packed series-starter perfect for fans of The Heroine Complex and Not
Your Sidekick. “I didn’t know how much I needed this brave, thrilling book until it
rocked my world. Dreadnought is the superhero adventure we all need right
now.”—Charlie Jane Anders, author of All the Birds in the Sky Danny Tozer has a
problem: she just inherited the powers of Dreadnought, the world’s greatest
superhero. Until Dreadnought fell out of the sky and died right in front of her,
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Danny was trying to keep people from finding out she’s transgender. But before
he expired, Dreadnought passed his mantle to her, and those secondhand
superpowers transformed Danny’s body into what she’s always thought it
should be. Now there’s no hiding that she’s a girl. It should be the happiest time
of her life, but Danny’s first weeks finally living in a body that fits her are more
difficult and complicated than she could have imagined. Between her father’s
dangerous obsession with “curing” her girlhood, her best friend suddenly acting
like he’s entitled to date her, and her fellow superheroes arguing over her place
in their ranks, Danny feels like she’s in over her head. She doesn’t have time to
adjust. Dreadnought’s murderer—a cyborg named Utopia—still haunts the streets
of New Port City, threatening destruction. If Danny can’t sort through the
confusion of coming out, master her powers, and stop Utopia in time, humanity
faces extinction.
First released in 2002, this provocative, critically acclaimed novel is now a major
motion picture starring Bel Powley, Kristen Wiig, and Alexander Skarsgård. “I
don't remember being born. I was a very ugly child. My appearance has not
improved so I guess it was a lucky break when he was attracted by my
youthfulness.” So begins the wrenching diary of Minnie Goetze, a fifteen-year-old
girl longing for love and acceptance and struggling with her own precocious
sexuality. After losing her virginity to her mother's boyfriend, Minnie pursues a
string of sexual encounters (with both boys and girls) while experimenting with
drugs and developing her talents as an artist. Unsupervised and unguided by her
aloof and narcissistic mother, Minnie plunges into a defenseless, yet fearless
adolescence. While set in the libertine atmosphere of 1970s San Francisco,
Minnie's journey to understand herself and her world is universal: this is the story
of a young woman troubled by the discontinuity between what she thinks and
feels and what she observes in those around her. Acclaimed cartoonist and
author Phoebe Gloeckner serves up a deft blend of visual and verbal narrative in
her complex presentation of a pivotal year in a girl's life, recounted in diary pages
and illustrations, with full narrative sequences in comics form. The Diary of a
Teenage Girl offers a searing comment on adult society as seen though the eyes
of a young woman on the verge of joining it. This edition has been updated by the
author with an introduction reflecting on the book's critical reception and value as
diary or novel, historical document or work of art. Also included in this revised
edition are supplementary photographs and illustrations from the author's
childhood, including some of her own diary entries. "Phoebe Gloeckner... is
creating some of the edgiest work about young women's lives in any
medium."—The New York Times "One of the most brutally honest, shocking,
tender and beautiful portrayals of growing up female in America."—Salon "It's the
most honest depiction of sexuality in a long, long time; as a meditation on
adolescence, it picks up a literary ball that's been only fitfully carried after
Salinger."—Nerve.com
A war has been waging for centuries; a magical and technological battle between
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good and evil. This conflict will affect life everywhere, but not everyone is aware it
exists. When twelve-year old Max Rigdon is sent to stay with his grandfather for
the summer, he unwillingly enters the fight. The day Max steps off the bus he is
marked with an evil curse and immediately becomes the target of evil men and
creatures with designs on ruling the universe. Not only does this curse cause
Max physical pain but it allows his enemies to track and find him. He soon learns
that the reason for this unwanted attention is because his grandfather is the
keeper of a gateway; a powerful machine that makes travel to hundreds of
strange unknown worlds possible. The enemy will do anything to gain possession
of this power in their quest to control all worlds. With the help of his friend Cindy
and others, Max must quickly learn the necessary skills to survive if he is to avoid
the deadly trap that has been planned for him and his grandfather. A trap that
has been decades in the making with Max as the missing piece. If successful it
will change life as we know it
Women can save the world. More than 50 incredible female Super Heroes from
the Marvel Comics universe inspire girls and women of all ages to be powerful,
passionate and persistent. From Captain Marvel and Wasp to Storm and Shuri,
this beautiful book profiles dozens of aspirational female comic-book characters,
all of whom use their intelligence, strength, kindness and courage to help others
and save the world. Fierce fan-favourites such as Gamora, Squirrel Girl and
Black Widow feature alongside lesser known faces from all corners of the Marvel
comic-book universe. Young girls will discover modern, diverse heroes they can
relate to and look up to, including America Chavez and Kamala Khan. Featuring
a foreword by Marvel Comics writer Kelly Thompson, DK's Fearless and
Fantastic! is the ultimate tribute to Marvel's most powerful women and girls, and a
treasured gift for comic fans. Illustrated with stunning comic-book artwork, and
featuring inspiring quotations, each short biography is carefully curated to focus
on the character's key abilities and achievements. With four chapters based on
personal qualities - Determined, Daring, Compassionate and Curious - this book
for girls and women of all ages will create new fans of comics, as well as inspiring
comic-book creators of the future.
Two girls with superpowers, one determined to rescue, save and heal people, the
other driven to punish, destroy and kill, are about to meet each other.
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